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Any measured or assessed quantity contains uncertainty. The quantitative

estimation of such uncertainty is becoming increasingly important, especially in

assuring that safety requirements are met in design, regulation, and operation of

nuclear installations. The CEC/USDOE Workshop on Uncertainty Analysis,1 held in

Santa Fe, New Mexico, on November 13 through 16, 1989, was organized jointly by

the Commission of European Communities' (CEC's) Radiation Protection Research

program, dealing with uncertainties throughout the field of consequence assessment,

and DOE's Atmospheric Studies in Complex Terrain (ASCOT) program, concerned

with the particular uncertainties in time and space variant transport and dispersion.

The workshop brought together U.S. and European scientists who have been devel-

oping or applying uncertainty analysis methodologies, conducted in a variety of

contexts, often with incomplete knowledge of the work of others in this area. Thus, it

was timely to exchange views and experience, identify limitations of approaches to

uncertainty and possible improvements, and enhance the interface between

developers and users of uncertainty analysis methods. Furthermore, the workshop

considered tile extent to which consistent, rigorous methods could be used in various

applications within consequence assessment.

(a) This work was supported by the Commission of the European Communities (CEC)
and by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). Pacific Northwest Laboratory is
operated under Contract DEoAC06-76RLO 1830 for DOE by Battelle Memorial
Institute.
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The workshop drew on experts from a broad spectrum of related areas: scientists

researching and modeling various environmental and biological processes, those

constructing and applying consequence assessment models, and decision makers

dealing with dose assessment problems. Together with mathematicians and

statisticians who have developed uncertainty analysis methods, they reviewed the

appropriate fundamental concepts, the approaches used, and the methods of expert

judgment for obtaining the best estimates of relevant statistical distributions to quantify

uncertainty. The uses of these concepts, approaches, and methods in consequence

assessment as applied to probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs), emergency

preparedness, and dose reconstruction were then explored.

Workshop discussions focussed on uncertainties arising in the output of conse-

quence assessment models as a result of input parameter uncertainties and model

content inadequacies.

Assessment models are constructed (or adapted) based on guidance from

decision makers to meet specific applications needs. The technical content of the

assessment models is developed from a scientific knowledge base, usually expressed

in the form of detailed (often quite narrowly formulated) process models. These are

integrated into the multi-component assessment models.

Uncertainties first arise at the initial stage of developing the knowledge base and

expressing it as process models. Certain processes are thoroughly researched and

accurately described in models while others may lack sufficient understanding to be

expressed in model form. Other processes that relate to an application may not have

been recognized as relevant by researchers and may have escaped investigation or
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serious observation. Where processes are not described by models, modeJ

uncertaintyis introduced.

More tractable uncertainties arise at the stage where process models are

adapted and integrated into assessment models. Some processes may be described

in full detail in the assessment model while others are simplified, combined, and

parameterized to reduce complexity for practical applications. Parameter uncertainty

is introduced here. Other processes may be eliminated because it appears (or

sensitivity testing has shown) they have little effect on the outcome of the assessment.

Again, these and other unmodeled processes contribute to model uncertainty.

Parameter uncertainty is also introduced where values for the parameters appropriate

to the conditions of interest in the application are variable or not well known.

Uncertainties associated with the variability of input .parameters and the resultant

variability in the model output, when a probabilistic2 answer is sought, are usually

expressed as complementary cumulative frequency distributions (CCFDs). When

deterministic answers and their uncertainties are needed, the uncertainty about each

true but imperfectly known parameter value is estimated over some range and with

some type of distribution, which again can be expressed as a CCFD. Often, the

statistical variability in parameters leading to probabilistic answers as well as

uncertainties in knowing the true parameter distributions are both present. In any

event, the. parameter frequency distributions developed, often estimated by expert

judgment, are randomly sampled (Latin Hypercube sampling was recommended as

most efficient). Sample sets are propagated through the model to develop the output

CCFD defining the uncertainty in the result.
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This quantitative method for uncertainty estimation has been most commonly and

confidently used in the probabilistic consequence analyses associated with PRAs,

extending the method from its application to accident initiation/propagation and source

term uncertainties. Uncertainties in the deterministic answers and inputs needed for

the specific events in emergency preparedness, as well as those insome dose

reconstruction consequence assessments, are not yet regularly analyzed with the

above quantitative random sampling method. While it would be inappropriate to apply

such detailed methods during emergency events, their use in emergency planning

and in evaluating emergency exercises could assist decision makers in scoping their

uncertainties.

Where complex terrain introduces serious uncertainties in the atmospheric

transport and dispersion components of consequence assessment, the above

approach has not been applied. Generally, validation data are collected and

compared with model estimates, either in difference or ratio form.3 This does not offer

independent estimates of model and measurement uncertainties or their relative

contributions to the lack of comparison. The above method would provide this

distinction.
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States

Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
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